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Relaxed vocals on atmospheric soundscapes and chilled beats  a magic experience of sounds. 11 MP3

Songs ELECTRONIC: Trip Hop, ELECTRONIC: Ambient Details: MICHAIL SICAS Of greek origin, I grew

up in little Switzerland, where everything is proper, a little bit slow but actually a nice spot to live. Before

singing I did a lot of theater, from classic to modern, went to a lot of schools and got a smart guy. I always

wanted to be an artist, so I started acting school. After several years performing on stage I decided to

start with my second big love .... singing! A lot of people ask me what kind of music we are playing. It is

difficult to explain in one or two words. It is not just pop-music, or club-music. The influences are also

from eastern and western sounds, we try to combine different styles, also we are not just using computer

sounds. For my musicians and me it is still very important to use good old real music instruments. I will

give a try and explain the art of sounds we create; kind of world music, with trip-hop, a little bit of asian

beats, smooth lounge and chilling sounds sung in english. There you go...not easy, and of course what is

important to me  the lyrics. As a singer i will also not only sing in english. This is/was a start of course, but

I am bound to my native language, which is greek. And I always had the dream to perform in greek

sometimes. I hope I will get that opportunity to work with greek musicians for a special album in the

future. It was quite a piece of work  and it was all worth it! we're proud to present an album that sounds

really magic. It has an ethnical but also an spacy-atmospheric touch that carries you into other worlds.

Dreamworlds I would say, worlds of thoughts and emotions that vibrate through our lifes. Styles: trip-hop,

ambient, asian beats, lounge, downbeat. Musicians:  Michail Sicas  vocals, lyrics  Enzo Lopardo  drums 

percussion/synths  sounds/ programming  Michael Leopold  all flutes  Manfred Pristas  electric  acoustic

guitars, mandoline  Philippe Mall  soprano sax (land is one sphere)
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